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ABSTRACT
The development of safety-relevant systems in the automotive industry requires the definition of high-quality requirements and
tests for the coordination and monitoring of development activities
in an agile development environment. In this paper we describe
a Scenarios in the Loop (SCIL) approach. SCIL combines (1) natural language requirements specification based on Behavior-Driven
Development (BDD) with (2) formal and test-driven requirements
modeling and analysis, and (3) integrates discipline-specific tools
for software and system validation during development. A central element of SCIL is a flexible and executable scenario-based
modeling language, the Scenario Modeling Language for Kotlin
(SMLK). SMLK allows for an intuitive requirements formalization,
and supports engineers to move iteratively, and continuously aided
by automated checks, from stakeholder requirements to the validation of the implemented system. We evaluated the approach using
a real example from the field of e-mobility.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the automotive industry, innovative functions are increasingly
defined by software. These functions are today rarely realized by
single components. Instead, functions like smart charging may span
multiple subsystems [1]. This poses challenges on electronic control
unit (ECU) development [40].
New tools and methods are needed that make complexity controllable through appropriate abstraction and which support agile
development in order to react quickly to changes by the customer or
other stakeholders [11]. Moreover, the special emphasis within the
automotive industry regarding functional safety [20] and security
[32] have to be considered. This makes it necessary to coordinate
and document requirements for system behavior in a form that is
understandable to all stakeholders [27]. Likewise, it must be ensured, through validation, that all development artifacts meet the
requirements and expectations of the stakeholders.
To meet these challenges, we propose a Scenarios in the Loop
(SCIL) approach, which takes a holistic view of the process from
textual behavior requirements to the comprehensive testing of development artifacts. SCIL takes up the XIL approach established
in the automotive industry [15] [9] [28] and extends it by a toolsupported, scenario-based and intuitive modeling of functional
system requirements and tests. By formally describing the requirements, they can be executed and automatically analyzed, and are
thus part of the test loop (Requirements in the Loop).
SCIL was developed following the design science research (DSR)
approach [8]. A central component of SCIL is the Scenario Modeling Language for Kotlin (SMLK), which allows for an intuitive yet
executable modeling of system behavior [41]. SMLK is based on the
concepts of Live Sequence Charts (LSC) [5], Behavioral Programming (BP) [14] and the Scenario Modeling Language (SML) [12].
Within the SCIL framework, SMLK is integrated with the BehaviorDriven Development (BDD) tool Cucumber [34], which allows the
user to create and edit scenario-based natural language requirements using the gherkin syntax1 and generate test sequences based
1 https://cucumber.io/docs/gherkin/
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on these scenarios. In addition, the SCIL framework integrates other
commercial validation tools widely used in the automotive industry
[39] [21] [22], which allow automated execution of tests.
The transition from textual descriptions of system behavior to
automated tests of the implemented system is realized via three
closely coupled process layers, the Communication and Documentation Layer, the Modeling Layer, and the Validation Layer; these layers
realize the BizDevOps paradigm [30] in the automotive context, enhancing the collaboration of all stakeholders so that software can
be released rapidly, frequently, and more reliably.
We evaluated SCIL using an example from the field of e-mobility.
Based on a real requirements specification, we performed the individual SCIL steps from scenario-based documentation and intuitive
modeling of the system behavior to automated testing of the implemented function.
The lessons learned are the following. (1) The short iterations
in the individual process layers can enable agile cross-disciplinary
development. (2) The BDD approach integrates the customer more
closely into the development process, since the aligned, scenariobased documentation of expected system behavior provides a clear
definition of development goals. (3) The close coupling of the individual process layers increases in efficiency for software and system
validation, by re-using a test model for the automated validation
of development artifacts. (4) The closed and short feedback loops
across the individual process layers enable a well-founded analysis
of requirements and development artifacts. This analysis is useful
for agile project management. The test model mirrors the development goals and is used in the requirements analysis phase to
detect contradictions in the requirements. For software and system validation, the test model monitors the implementation status.
The closed feedback loops allow for a continuous comparison and
concretization of requirements and implementation.
This paper is structured as follows. We describe background
in Sect. 2, the SCIL approach in Sect. 3, and a proof-of-concept
application in Sect. 4. We evaluate results in Sect. 5, report related
work in Sect. 6, and conclude in Sect. 7.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Automotive Systems Engineering
The development of software-intensive electronic control units in
the automotive industry is highly distributed, cross-disciplinary and
increasingly collaborative in new development networks. The basis
for the development of often safety-critical systems are different
standards (e.g. ISO26262 [20], ISO/SAE 21434 [32]). These must be
taken into account by the stakeholders involved in the development,
which leads to extensive process implementations in the companies
participating. The maturity level of the process implementations
is checked by means of assessments [38]. The development processes include dedicated process steps for requirements analysis
and validation of development artifacts on the software and system level. Different role definitions exist for the execution of the
individual process steps. To illustrate the SCIL approach, the roles
Customer Interface, Requirements Owner, System Analyst and Validation Engineer are used here, based on the definitions of Sheard [33]
and motivated by Holtmann et al. [16]. These roles are used here
to describe the SCIL process and can be used as orientation for
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the integration of the SCIL approach into existing development
processes.
Customer Interface (CI): The CI determines the scheduling,
technical and financial framework for product development with
the customer and other stakeholders. The coordination and concretization of requirements is an important part of this.
Requirements Owner (RO): The RO translates customer needs
into clearly formulated requirements and creates an understanding
of system boundaries and interfaces. Based on this, the RO evaluates
the impact of requirements changes on the system to be developed.
System Analyst (SA): The SA models and simulates the system
to evaluate technical decisions and to understand how the system
to be developed will behave in its environment.
Validation Engineer (VE): The Validation Engineer checks
whether the developed system meets the requirements and expectations of the stakeholders.

2.2

BizDevOps

In agile software development, the DevOps approach [10] is used
to foster cross-functional cooperation amongst the developer teams
and the deployment teams. The approach defines an iterative process interlinking the development and refinement of software with
the deployment and test in an operative environment in a continuous flow. The Plan – Code – Build – Test flow of the development
phase (Dev) leads into the Release – Deploy – Operate – Monitor
flow of the operation phase (Ops). The results of the Monitor stage
in the Ops flow lead to improvement plans for the Dev phase (new
Plan stage). DevOps is used for the cooperation of development
and test teams, too. To allow the close involvement of the customer
and the consideration of the business objectives (Biz), the approach
is extended towards the BizDevOps paradigm [30]. In this case,
the Monitor stage of the Ops phase leads into a communication
and alignment with the customer and/or the business objectives
and forms the Adapt – Align – Define – Approve flow (Biz phase).
Feedback from the Monitor stage (of the Ops phase) is combined
with the latest customer and market feedback in order to adapt
the requirements. Stakeholders align based on a joint view on the
intended product. This alignment and the definition of the shared
vision of the product can be supported with model-based methods,
including the scenarios as a common language for technical and
business experts. A review and a joint approval of the updated
vision (and model) of the product leads into the planning stage of
the next Dev phase. The inclusion of the customers and all relevant
stakeholders and the alignment of technical result and business
view in each iteration are expected to lead to a much deeper involvement of the customer into the development of new software
and a much better alignment with the customer requirements. Requirements refinement and prioritization as much as alignment
with business objectives are embedded into the design flow. The
usage of scenarios and natural language behavioral descriptions
supports the involvement and joint understanding of stakeholders
from different domains. The definition of acceptance tests based
on such scenarios increase the transparency throughout the whole
process. A special emphasis is put on the development of joint metrics in BizDevOps which enable a superior delivery transparency
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for all stakeholders. SCIL is designed to support BizDevOps in the
automotive context.

2.3

Model-based Requirements Engineering

The analysis of requirements in the automotive industry is usually
done manually and based on informal requirements in natural language [27] [26]. Although model-based development has a positive
impact on development quality and efficiency [17, 29], there is no
broad acceptance of model-based methods for early and automated
requirements analysis in the automotive industry [26]. Thus, potential benefits such as an early simulation and validation of the system
behavior [3, 13] or an automated check of the feasibility of requirements, and a synthesis of test cases based on them [31], is not used.
Furthermore, manual work for the transition from one phase to
the next is required, which is error prone and slow, compared to
model-driven automatic generation of artifacts.
Following the argumentation of Liebel [25] there are two ways
to increase acceptance of model-based methods for requirements
analysis within the automotive industry. On the one hand, the
necessary effort for modeling can be reduced, which increases the
subjective acceptance of the methods by the users and thus leads
to a sustainable application. On the other hand, the benefits that
arise from model-based requirements analysis can be increased,
for example by deriving information for downstream process steps
such as integration and validation. The SCIL approach adresses
both.

2.4

socket. An extract of the requirements for the function Plug Lock
to be realized by the OBC is shown in Table 1.

Example of Application

For the evaluation of the SCIL framework a function from the field
of e-mobility is used. This function shall realize the locking of the
charging plug. If a charging plug is connected to the charging socket
of the battery electric vehicle (BEV) and a charging process is to
be started, the plug must be locked to prevent the plug from being
disconnected while the charging process is active. This function is
safety relevant according to ISO 26262.
The structure at ECU level is shown in Figure 1. This function is
motor control

BEV

Charging
Socket

CAN message

OBC

Application
ECU

connector readback

Charging
Station

Battery

Figure 1: Example of application
implemented by two ECUs; firstly, an Application ECU, which centrally implements high-level functions and provides the interface
to other vehicle functions and services, and secondly, an on-board
charger (OBC), which is responsible for charging the BEV’s battery.
Here, the OBC is considered, which directly controls the locking of
the charging plug via hardware interfaces (motor control, connector readback). The OBC therefor implements the state based and
event driven logic for controlling the locking motor of the charging

Table 1: Requirements for Plug Lock
ID
Req1
Req2

Req3

Req4

Req5
Req6

Requirement
If the signal LockingRequest reads "no lock request" the
interlock motor shall not be actuated
If the signal LockingRequest reads "lock request" the
interlock motor shall be actuated to close the interlock
of the plug
If the signal LockingRequest reads "unlock request" the
interlock motor shall be actuated to open the interlock
of the plug
If the signal LockingRequest reads "no request" and an
actuation is active, this shall be fully finished and not
aborted due to value "no request"
When the locking motor reaches an end position, this
must be confirmed in order to stop the motor actuation.
If an actuation of the interlock motor is started and
the end position is not confirmed within 2 seconds, the
actuation shall be stopped and the interlock motor shall
be actuated to open the interlock of the plug

The information that the charging plug should be locked is provided by the Application ECU and is transmitted via the CAN bus
to the OBC. In addition to the information whether the charging
plug is to be locked or unlocked (Req2 and Req3), there are further requirements in this example which determine that the motor
should be stopped when an end position is reached (Req5), which
is indicated by the connector readback signal. An error case is
also considered if the end position is not reached within a specified timespan (Req6). Moreover, an active process for locking the
charging plug should not be interrupted (Req4).

2.5

Scenario Modeling Language for Kotlin
(SMLK)

SMLK is used for the formalization and execution of tests and
requirements. SMLK is a Kotlin-based framework for scenariobased modeling of behavioral requirements. Kotlin concepts such
as higher-order functions, extension functions, channels and coroutines are used to create an internal DSL that enables a concise
specification of scenarios. A first application of SMLK is described
in [41] and the underlying concepts are described in [14].
In SMLK, several scenarios are combined within a scenario specification and can be executed as a scenario program. As an example,
the requirement Req2 specified as scenario has the form shown in
Listing 1.
1
2
3

scenario ( OBC . LockingRequest (" lock request ") ){ // trigger event
request ( OBC . actuateLockingMotor () ) // requested event
}

Listing 1: SMLK scenario specification
A scenario can have a trigger event. Here it is OBC.LockingRequest
("lock request"). When this event occurs, the scenario is activated,
and the body of the scenario, enclosed in curly braces {...}, is
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executed. The body can contain any (Kotlin) code as well as the
special statements waitFor and request, which are also called syncpoints. The above scenario, after activation, immediately requests
the event OBC.actuateLockingMotor().
The events shown above have the form <object>.<method(<parameters>)> and are called object events. Object events are used
for modeling a method call or a signal received by an object (or
component instance) of an underlying object model. Object events
can have side-effects on the object model. Scenarios can read the
object model anywhere in the scenario body, but can only make
changes through object events.
When a scenario program executes a set of active scenarios, each
scenario progresses its execution until all active scenarios reach a
sync-point, where each scenario requests an event or waits for an
event. The scenario program then chooses a requested event, and
notifies all active scenarios that request or wait for that event to
resume their execution. Also, new scenarios may be activated when
the selected event matches a scenario’s trigger event. Scenarios
are terminated when they terminate their execution body. This
event-selection and -execution cycle is repeated until no event is
requested or a special termination event occurs; then the scenario
program terminates.
At sync-points, scenarios can also block events. Blocked events
will not be chosen until the blocking scenarios progress and the
event is no longer blocked.
This style of programming and the principle of execution is
called Behavioral Programming (BP) [14]. With BP, complex system
behavior can be described intuitively, and often the behavior of a
set of scenarios can be extended or constrained iteratively just by
adding scenarios, only sometimes requiring changes in the prior
set of scenarios.
SMLK also allows scenario programs to be open, which means
that they can receive events from external programs, possibly again
scenario programs. This way, we can use the same language to also
model/program tests and environment models for a given scenario
program, even allowing for a test-first scenario-based modeling/programming approach, which we described previously [41].

3

SCENARIOS IN THE LOOP (SCIL)

Based on the context and principles outlined above, this section
describes the SCIL approach. The SCIL approach is built on three
process layers (Communication and Documentation Layer, Modeling
Layer, Validation Layer), which, via suitable tool support, enable
an iterative and scenario-based requirements analysis [41] and automated system validation. The individual process steps on the
different layers, their relationships and the required or arising artifacts are outlined in Fig. 2. The roles introduced in chapter 2.1 are
used to describe the process execution.

3.1

Communication and Documentation (C&D)
Layer

The starting point are stakeholder requirements, which can exist in
any form. A requirement in this context is a solution-neutral problem description. The requirement describes what is to be developed
and is a documented condition or capability that a system must
provide or possess (according to [23] and [19]). Requirements are
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not only influenced by the client (e.g. OEM), but also by persons
and organizations not directly involved in the development (e.g. legislators, end customers, training personnel), which are summarized
here by the term stakeholder [23].
In the automotive context, customer requirements are usually
documented in text form in IBM Doors [18]. These requirements
are referenced with relevant standards and technical specifications
of other stakeholders, which can be in other formats. Based on these
requirements, the RO analyzes the available information regarding
system boundaries and derives the necessary interfaces of the system to be realized (1). Based on the system interfaces, features to
be implemented are defined (2). For each feature a feature file is
created, which is used to document the usage scenarios (3). A usage
scenario describes the expected behavior of the system to realize
the feature from the perspective of a user or client of the system by
describing conditions and events of a particular execution of the
system.
The steps (1-3) are repeated as soon as new information is available, existing requirements are changed, or new requirements are
added. Following these steps, features and usage scenarios are added
iteratively.
The result of the C&D layer has the form shown in Listing 2.
This example shows Req2 formulated as scenario in the gherkin
syntax. For structuring, gherkin provides prepositions and adverbs
that precede the textual description (Given, When, Then, And, But).
1
2
3
4
5
6

Feature : plug lock
@charging
Scenario : lock request ( Req 2 )
When the signal " LockingRequest " reads " lock request "
Then the interlock motor shall be actuated to close
the interlock of the plug

Listing 2: Documenting requirements with gherkin example based on Req2

In addition, there are further keywords that allow for a grouping
of different functionalities (Feature, Rule) using tags. For example,
as shown in line 3, the scenario lock request can be assigned to
the functionality charging, because the parent function battery
charging is only executed correctly if the charging plug is locked,
i.e. the scenario lock request has been executed.
This first part of the SCIL process describes the transition of informal requirements to a structured documentation in feature files
including usage scenarios. This is driven by the RO and supported
by the SA; the SA carries out the modeling, simulation and analysis
of the system behavior on the basis of the resulting usage scenarios.
Especially the specification of the individual usage scenarios in (3)
is done jointly by RO and SA. This RO/SA collaboration, on the one
hand, corrects inaccuracies in the stakeholder requirements and,
on the other hand, ensures that the behavioral requirements are
correctly described as scenarios, thus providing a common understanding of the system to be developed as a starting point for further
modeling and analysis. Inaccuracies and questions that arise when
defining the features and concrete usage scenarios are discussed in
an early development phase between RO and stakeholders via the
CI (10).

Scenarios in the Loop (SCIL)
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Figure 2: Idealized SCIL Process

3.2

Modeling Layer

The clarified usage scenarios of the C&D layer are input to the
modeling layer. Within the modeling layer, the usage scenarios,
supplied in the gherkin syntax (as shown in Listing 2), are used
to systematically model SMLK specification scenarios (as shown in
Listing 1). In contrast to usage scenarios, the SMLK specification
scenarios each formalize requirements on all executions of the
system and, composed, yield an (over time more and more complete)
executable and testable model of the desired system.
1
2
3
4
5

When ( " ^ the signal \"([^\"]*) \" reads \"([^\"]*) \" $ ") {
arg 0 : String , arg 1 : String ->
// implement here }
Then ( " ^ the interlock motor shall be actuated to close the
interlock of the plug$ " ) {
// implement here }

Listing 3: Generated test skeleton - based on Req2

As the first step in the modeling layer (4), the VE uses cucumber
to automatically derive test skeletons from usage scenarios. As an
example, a generated test skeleton for Req2 has the form shown
in Listing 3.
Now we enter the test-driven scenario specification (TDSS) subprocess (as described in previous work [41]). In step (5), the validation engineer completes the generated test skeletons to a test
that sends SMLK object events as input to an SMLK program and
formulates assertions on the reactions of that SMLK program.
1
2
3
4
5
6

When ( " ^ the signal \"([^\"]*) \" reads \"([^\"]*) \" $ ") {
arg 0 : String , arg 1 : String ->
if (( arg 0 == " LockingRequest ") &&( arg 1 == " lock request ") )
send ( obc . LockingRequest ( arg 1 ) )}
Then ( " ^ the interlock motor shall be actuated to close the
interlock of the plug$ " ) {
receive ( obc . actuateLockingMotor (" close ")) }

Listing 4: Modeling test behavior using SMLK events
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For example the test skeleton for Req2 is enriched as described in
Listing 4.
In the When section we send the event obc.LockingRequest("
lock request"). In the Then section we expect the response of the
scenario program to be obc.actuateLockingMotor("close").
The receive function takes as argument an event or a set of
events that the scenario program is expected to emit next. The test
fails if the scenario program emits another event than one that is
expected by receive.
In addition to receive, tests can also use the function eventually
, which takes as argument an event or a set of events that the
scenario program is expected to emit at some point in the future. As
an optional argument, eventually can be passed an event or a set
of events that is forbidden while an expected event did not occur.
I.e., on eventually, the test repeatedly accepts any event from the
scenario program until either an expected event occurs (and then
the test progresses) or a forbidden event occurs and the test fails.
The modeling of the test behavior is carried out jointly by VE
and SA, to get a common understanding of the expected system
behavior.
In (6) the VE triggers the execution of the modeled test behavior.
Since the scenario specification model was not extended until now,
the test will likely fail. Consequently the SA specifies the expected
system behavior and extends the specification model (7).
For example, to get a passed test result for the test shown in
Listing 4, the SA has to add the SMLK scenario already shown
in listing 1 to the scenario specification. With the last TDSS step
the VE triggers all available usage scenarios and the underlying
test sequences (8) in order to detect whether the change to the
specification model had side-effect on other features.
This TDSS procedure is highly iterative; after several iterations
the tests and specification model describes the expected system
behavior sufficiently well and can be used as reference for the
validation of the implemented function on software and system
level.
Therefore, in the validation layer the test model created in the
modeling layer is used by the VE to trigger automated software
tests (11) and system tests (12).
If these tests fail on the validation layer, or when inconsistencies are detected in the modeling layer, the issues are analyzed in
(9) jointly by SA, RO and VE. Inaccuracies, false assumption or
misunderstandings on requirements and implementation level are
highlighted in (9) and must be clarified also by including different
stakeholders via the CI (10).

3.3

Validation Layer

For the test of development artifacts, different tools and frameworks are used in the automotive context. To realize an efficient
test automation in (11) and (12), we used the tool ContinoProva [22]
for our application of SCIL. ContionoProva is a commercial tool
that controls other tools (including Vector CANoe [39], iSystems
winIDEA [21], National Instruments Labview [36], TheMathworks
Matlab/Simulink [37]) via extensible services. In this way, test sequences can be specified consistently and across tools and executed
centrally. ContinoProva supports a location-independent test execution via a client/server architecture. A test specification is created
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and executed via the client. The individual test steps are sent to
the ContinoProva server, which then executes them using the connected tools. New tools can be added via the corresponding services,
allowing the validation layer to be adapted to the needs of the individual development projects. The basic structure for the technical
implementation of the validation layer is outlined in Figure 3.
ContinoProva
Cucumber/
JUnit
System under Test
Software under
Test

SMLK Events

Client

GNU Debug

Service

CANoe

Service

winIDEA

Service

Server

Figure 3: Exchange of events between test model and implemented system
For the application of SCIL, the test specification in the ContinoProva client was replaced by the test model. This means that
the test model that was initially used for test-driven requirements
analysis can now be used to test development artifacts. For this
purpose the ContinoProva client was extended by a WebService.
Via this WebService, events from the test model are sent to the
ContinoProva client, which then sends concrete test steps to the
ContinoProva server, which in turn addresses the different tools
via the extensible services, thus enabling the execution of the tests.
The software test is possible via a software simulation environment. The AUTOSAR [2] compliant program code of the ECU
function (here Plug Lock) is first compiled using a GCC compiler
and can thus be executed within the simulation environment on
the development platform on the basis of a GNU debugger. In the
further progress of development, the individual ECU functions are
integrated into the software system and compiled using a crosscompiler. The software can then be tested on the target ECU using
different debug environments. SCIL uses the tool winIDEA [21]. If
the software is executed on ECU, a simulation of the vehicle environment is also required to test the integrated software. The signals
necessary for the correct operation of the software are provided via
the CAN bus or other bus systems. SCIL uses CANoe [39], which
is widely used in the automotive industry.

3.4

Summary of the SCIL Results

The iterative approach, from informal stakeholder requirements
to the executable specification of scenarios and automated tests of
development artifacts supports the application of the BizDevOps
paradigm in the automotive industry, whereby the SCIL approach
is distinguished from the state of the art in the automotive industry
by four points:
• The customer is more closely integrated into product development through a BDD-supported scenario specification.
The uniform and tool-supported documentation of behavior in feature files via usage scenarios promotes a common
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understanding of the functionalities to be implemented and
thus creates transparency, which in general supports the
Adapt – Align – Define – Approve flow of the Biz phase.
• In conjunction with the test and specification model, the
usage scenarios are the basis for an automated requirements
analysis and provide important analysis results even before
the implementation phase. These analysis results can be discussed with the customer at an early stage, thus supporting
an early improvement of initially vague requirements and
building the foundation of the Plan – Code – Build – Test
flow of the Dev phase.
• On this basis, a clear and joint target picture is created for
the client and product developer, which can be checked by
the test model iteratively created in the analysis phase. This
test model can be used for automated software and ECU
testing and thus enables monitoring of the implementation
status. In this way, the objective manifested in the test model
drives the development and the test case creation does not
take place after (waterfall model) or parallel (V-model) to
the implementation phase. This provides the foundation for
the Release – Deploy – Operate – Monitor flow of the Ops
phase.
• In addition, SCIL supports a strongly iterative approach in
shortest possible loops within the three process layers. Thus,
new system behavior is documented incrementally over further scenarios (C&D layer). The documented behavior is
incrementally modeled and automatically analyzed (modeling layer) and the implementation status is automatically
validated in short iterations (validation layer). Also the different process layers are strongly connected. The defined usage
scenarios bridge the gap between C&D layer and modeling
layer (BizDev). The resulting test model connects modeling
layer and validation layer (DevOps) and the joint analyzation of validation results by RO, SA and VE leads to valuable
feedback from modeling and validation layer to the original
stakeholder requirements (BizDevOps).

4

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT APPLICATION OF
SCIL

Based on our SCIL implementation and the previously introduced
SCIL process, we describe in this section the exemplary application
of SCIL in an industrial context at a tier 1 supplier company. This
application of the SCIL approach is based on the example introduced in chapter 2.4. This example was initially elaborated together
with experts involved in the implementation of the function. The
individual SCIL steps were then run through by a member of our
team who has no in-depth knowledge of the plug lock function and
was not involved in the implementation of the function.
The implementation was largely completed at this point, so it
was possible to include also the validation layer in the proof-ofconcept study. Thus it was possible to run through the complete
chain of test of the development artifact up to the stakeholder
requirements and assess how the SCIL approach supports on the
individual layers.
The goal of this proof-of-concept study was to assess the feasibility of the SCIL approach. The results were used as a basis to discuss
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the approach with further experts who were not involved in SCIL
development, but in the development of the Plug Lock function.
Initially we ran the steps in the C&D layer. Based on the requirements in Table 1 and the described context of the function, three
interfaces were identified (1) (see step numbers in Fig. 2). First, the
CAN message, which is used by the OBC to receive signals from the
Application ECU for unlocking or locking the charging plug. Second, the motor control output signal, which is used by the OBC to
directly control the locking actuator of the charging socket. Third,
the value of a read-back contact of the connector locking is read in
by the OBC, which indicates the locking state.
Based on this structural model, a feature file was created (2) for
the function Plug Lock and the requirements described in Table 1
were specified as scenarios within this file (3). Result of the activities
in the C&D layer are the usage scenarios shown in Listing 5.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Feature : Plug Lock
Scenario : no lock request ( Req 1 )
When the signal " LockingRequest " reads " no lock
request "
Then the interlock motor shall not be actuated
...
Scenario : finish actuation ( Req 4 )
Given the interlock motor is actuated to close the
interlock of the plug
When the signal " LockingRequest " reads " no request "
Then the interlock motor shall not interrupt the
active plug lock actuation
Scenario : confirm end position ( Req 5 )
Given the interlock motor is actuated to close the
interlock of the plug
When the locking motor reaches an end position
Then this must be confirmed in order to stop the
motor actuation
...

Listing 5: Feature Plug Lock in Cucumber
Within these first three steps, it already turns out that the uniform behavior specification can create a common understanding of
the expected system behavior. The scenarios defined in (3) characterize a certain behavior under specific conditions in a particular
environment or situation, which is supported by specifying the
systems interfaces in (1) and defining separate features in (2).
As mentioned before, the implementation of the function was
largely completed at the time of evaluation and the requirements
specification already contained a very detailed description of the
function. A comparison of the already existing requirements with
the requirements converted into usage scenarios indicated that the
procedure for this function scales and that the structured documentation in usage scenarios supports the communication with
the customer (10). One problem was that with a high number of requirements, the dependencies among the scenarios could no longer
be overlooked manually. For this reason, we started to dive into the
tool supported modeling layer, to start with the test driven behavior
modeling and thereby have a better understanding of the interplay
of the requirements.
Based on the generated test model skeleton (4), Listing 6 shows
the result of the test case modeling (5) for Req5 after the first TDSS
iteration. In the Given section the preconditions were specified
first. Here the external event obc.LockingRequest("lock request")
is sent to the scenario program (line 2). This event models the CAN
message that is sent by the Application ECU to the OBC.
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Given ( " ^ the interlock motor is actuated to close the
interlock of the plug$ " ) {
send ( obc . LockingRequest (" lock request ") )
receive ( obc . actuateLockingMotor (" close ")) }
When ( " ^ the locking motor reaches an end position$ " ) {
send ( obc . endPositionReached () ) }
Then ( " ^ this must be confirmed in order to stop the motor
actuation$ ") {
receive ( obc . lockingMotorStopped () )}

Listing 6: Test-case for Req5
In line 3 we expect that the scenario program will send an event
which indicates that interlock will be closed, whereby the precondition is fulfilled. If this event occurs, we enter the When section
and send the event obc.endPositionReached() (line 6). This event
models that the read-back connector indicates that an end position
is reached. Next, in line 9 within the Then section, we expect that
the scenario program stops the motor actuation.
For the first TDSS test run, all tests of the function Plug Lock,
including the above test-case, showed a negative result. This was
expected, because the system behavior had not yet been modeled.
Consequently, we modeled the missing system behavior (6) as already described in Sect. 3.2 in order to react according to the behavior required in the test case, which led to the test results shown in
Fig. 4. The modeling of the other test cases and the expected system
behavior was done in the same way until all test cases showed
positive results.

Figure 4: Execute test behavior (step 8)
However, in parallel to the refinement of the test model and the
usage scenarios, the test model could already be used to check the
implementation status on the software (11) and system level (12)
within the validation layer.
For this purpose we used the tools described in chapter 3.3. The
test behavior previously described in Listing 6 was now used to test
the AUOTSAR-compliant implementation of the Plug Lock function.
Within the validation layer the external events were no longer
sent to the specification model, but via the WebService to ContinoProva. The SMLK events of the test model were then sent to the
software simulation environment via ContinoProva’s tool-specific
services. The resulting behavior of the implemented software is
shown in Fig. 5.
The figure shows the value changes over time of four variables,
and describes the behavior of the software in response to external
events of the test model. The first variable LockingControl is set
to 1 by the test model and signals that there is a request for connector locking. The software responds to this event by setting the
MotorControl variable to 1, which corresponds to an active locking
control. This response corresponds to the behavior described in the
Given section of the usage scenario (see Listing 6). The locking actuator is now being actively controlled. The next event from the test

Figure 5: Plot of software simulation (Req5)
model now signals the end position of the connector locking via the
variable ReadbackStatus (When), whereupon the software stops the
motor control (Then). The variables LockingControl, ReadbackStatus
and MotorControl describe the behavior of the software function
based on its external interfaces. Where the input signals are set
by the test model and the output signal is evaluated by the test
model. The fourth variable StateSM shows the individual states of
the implemented software as reacting to the changing input signals.
As this variable represents an implementation specific aspect of the
software that is not subject of the requirements description, values
of this variable are not tested here.
We could now analyze these test results and compare them with
the behavior recorded previously when testing the specification
model (step 8). For the test of Req5 we obtained the same results
in the validation layer as before in the modeling layer, which corresponds to the test results shown in Fig. 4.
After this first successful iteration of the overall process, further TDSS iterations in the modeling layer and the validation of
the implementation could be continued. After several iterations,
all requirements described in Table 1 were sufficiently described
via test and specification models and the implementation of the
function was shown to be complete via software validation.
Since the implementation of the function already existed, a test
of the function integrated on the ECU was also possible. Due to
the tools used by the SCIL framework and the resulting decoupling
of the test model and tool-specific implementation details, only
the mapping of the SMLK events had to be adapted for testing the
function integrated on the ECU (see Sect. 3.3). In the ECU, the variable LockingControl of the software function is replaced by a CAN
signal that is sent to the ECU via ContinoProva, the corresponding
service and finally via the CANoe tool.

5

EVALUATION & DISCUSSION

After executing a proof-of-concept iteration of the SCIL process,
the approach was discussed with experts on different levels (senior
manager, project manager, software engineer) at a tier 1 supplier
company. In order to highlight differences to the established approach, difficulties in implementing the function were inquired first.
These key points emerged:

Scenarios in the Loop (SCIL)
• Vague requirements: At the start of the software implementation, requirements were available in an under-specified
form. In the course of the implementation it turned out that
a number of constraints, error cases, etc. were not taken
into account and were only further elaborated during the
implementation phase.
• Stakeholder integration: For the further concretization
of the requirements to be implemented, to a large extent
further information from the client and other stakeholders
was necessary.
• Manual requirements analysis: Scenarios were also used
here to further concretise the behavior. There is currently a
large number of scenarios and there are still contradictions
between requirements that were not noticed during the documentation and manual analysis of the requirements and
only became clear in the implementation phase.
After going through the SCIL approach with the experts directly
involved in the realization of the Plug Lock function in different
roles, the general feedback was positive: the SCIL framework with
the described process layers and with appropriate tool support
addresses the existing challenges very well.
Nevertheless, it was unclear whether the SCIL approach can
support the development of complex functions in an agile project
environment and lead to efficiency improvements. The question
arose whether the additional effort for formalizing requirements is
reasonable, or whether the established approach with a comparatively late documentation and coordination of the desired system
behavior is ultimately just as efficient in this context. For this purpose, further evaluations must be carried out on the basis of this
work.
It was also questionable whether the way of formalizing requirements using SMLK, which is supplemented within the SCIL
framework with the cucumber tooling, will meet with sustainable
acceptance in the automotive sector. In principle, acceptance can
be expected if the aforementioned increase in efficiency or quality
can be proven. The general acceptance must be examined in further
evaluations.
However, at the current point in time we already see that with
the technologies and methods combined in SCIL (TDSS, SMLK,
BDD, Cucumber), based on [41] [14] [12] [5], a formal, intuitive and
iterative development work is promoted. This iterative development
is close to the project work in industrial practice. In addition, the
test model and the tools used within the validation layer allow
automated tests to be performed. There is significant potential
for increasing efficiency here compared to downstream test case
specification and execution.

6

RELATED WORK

To our best knowledge, there is only one commercial tool (Argosim
Stimulus [6]) that takes up the idea of an early automated requirements analysis (Requirements in the Loop). Stimulus enables the
simulation of textual requirements in combination with state machines and a component architecture. In contrast to Stimulus, SCIL
supports an agile approach based on BDD, which addresses iterative
system development in industrial practice and integrates the client
more closely into product development. In addition to requirements
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analysis, Stimulus enables Model in the Loop (MIL) and Software
in the Loop (SIL) testing, whereas SCIL also addresses validation at
ECU level via the validation layer.
Drave et al. describe a SCIL-like approach [7]. Motivated by the
inadequate representation of an agile development process for complex systems by the V-Model, Drave et al. propose a specification
method for requirements, design, and test methodology (SMArDT)
based on SysML. Here too, different process layers are introduced.
Customer requirements are captured via use cases, the behavior is
described via activity and sequence diagrams and formalized via
object constraint language to analyze requirements and generate
test cases. In contrast to SMArDT, SCIL aims to reduce the effort for
formalizing requirements by using SMLK along with TDSS and the
BDD approach in conjunction with close feedback loops between
the process layers. This is to take into account the results of Liebel
et al. [26] [27], which show that established model-based methods
for requirements analysis (as e.g. object constraint language) in the
automotive context do not find broad acceptance by practitioners.
Based on this, SCIL follows a more intuitive modeling approach and
integrates the customer more closely into the product development.
The approach to describe complex behavior via scenarios is
not new. Other work shows that it is beneficial to use scenarios to
describe complex system behavior [35] and to validate this behavior
based on scenarios [4] [24]. We take up these findings and present
the SCIL Framework, a tool with which scenarios can be formalized
in an application-oriented manner, thus supporting collaborative
development in an cross-disciplinarly automotive context.

7

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we describe the SCIL framework. The chosen process
layers paired with the used agile methods and appropriate tool
support promote cross-disciplinary development work. At the core
of this is the continuous consultation and analysis of behavior
requirements to create high quality requirements and prevent costly
development iterations. At the same time, the test model enables an
automated validation of development artifacts, whereby validation
is placed at the center of the development. The validation drives
the modeling and implementation phase and is not understood as a
downstream process step.
With the implementation of the SCIL framework, modeling techniques are used [14] [12] [5] [10] [30], which are not widely adopted
in the automotive context so far. In future work, the SCIL framework
will be used to further investigate its profits in industrial practice.
Especially the questions resulting from the first SCIL application
(Sect. 4) and the expert feedback (Sect. 5) shall be investigated by
applying SCIL in further development projects. Based on this and
the early results described in this paper, we plan to conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the SCIL approach in future work.
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